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Abstract

A few years back, globalization and standardization were considered to be the paradigms in the area of international business. But, with changing times, it has lost its lustre considering the branding perspective in global brands. The consumers do not feel connected with highly standardized products and centralized decision-making; most global brands have even stopped any relationship with the typical standardization strategy for communication. Therefore, there is seen a rise in the influence of the localization strategies in communication. A new term is seen emerging lately, and that is ‘glocalization’ that encourages all the global brands to think internationally while they should act locally. Thus, this paper discusses whether global brands should localize or standardize their communication strategies using social media to be successful. The degree of cultural adaptation of web content impacts the perception of customers on the site’s effectiveness. Some consumers prefer localized web content in culturally different areas, whereas some countries prefer localized web content. Keeping all these aspects in mind, organizations need to develop proper communication strategies using social media to be effective in the market and to create a strong brand image.

Introduction

Globally, social networks have emerged as indispensable tools for corporate marketing and communication, but communicating with consumers of various cultures is a tough task. With the changing times, the cultural differences between various nations, regions and ethnic groups are growing (Lillis & Tian, 2010). With the rising competition in the global markets, international organizations need to effectively manage their knowledge to obtain the financial and opportunity costs that they might have to bear because of a wrong decision.
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While all the cultures present across the globe give importance to their individual beliefs, norms and traditions as it makes them stand out and unique, on the other hand, social media acts as an effective tool that links people across all cultures, regardless of the geographical boundaries or the differences. Chen and Zhang (2010) suggested that time and space have been compressed through the convergence of the new social media and rapid globalization, thus shrinking the whole world into a smaller and highly interactive field (Chen & Zhang, 2010).

Now people have the ease of interacting with each other across the globe within seconds of sending and receiving messages within seconds. Thus, new social media efficiently does the task of bringing people of varied cultures together in this rapidly expanding "global village". During this kind of intercultural adaptation, people use varied social media types to learn about their host nations' various aspects. They establish and maintain these relationships and stay regularly informed about the vents happening in their home nations. Thus, communication and interaction act as the key factors that impact how new social media affects intercultural adaptations.

In such an environment, all the brands want to project a clear brand identity, but developing an identity that seems appealing to all sensibilities is challenging for organizations. Thus, almost all organizations face the major issues or questions of whether to standardize their external communication or keep it localized? Hence, this research tries to analyze whether to establish a global brand identity for the firm in this standardization-localization debate. It should adopt standardization or localization communication through social media in the international context.

Standardization can be defined as a common approach towards the business that is adopted across the globe. The organizational; adaptation needs a different kind of approach all across different markets (Ang & Massingham, 2007). Thus, standardization can also be called the technique where a similar marketing mix is used in many countries where the organization operates across the globe in case the firm operates beyond its national boundaries means it internationalizes.

The corporations adopting standardization are known as global corporations, whereas the strategies adopted by them are known as
standardized or global strategies. On the other hand, global localization or popularly known as adaptation, is the technique where the firm makes modifications to its marketing mix in virtually every nation wherever it operates to cater to every nation's taste, culture, and preferences. Most multinational corporations are seen to be practising global localized strategies for being successful.

Cross-cultural management is considered a vital decision-making factor in the case of multinational organizations as it can either prove to be very beneficial for the organization or result in a firm's failure. Therefore critical analysis of the global standardization or localization strategies adopted for external communication for organizations through cross-cultural management in communication on social media is very important. Local localization can win customer loyalty in various cultures; it can also result in dilution of its brand identity. This will, in turn, impact the employee's perception about the organization, thus finally impacting the employees' job satisfaction and job behaviour, thus finally resulting in influencing the overall organizational culture. This "inside-out/outside-in" impact is what this research will explore and how organizational communication can approach this issue.

**Research Objectives/Questions**

The provided research is focused on several outputs of marketing and marketing communication, yet the focus of the research is proposed below. Following are the research objectives chosen for the study of the paper.

1. To analyze the importance of localization and standardization in developing brand image.
2. To analyze whether localization or standardization is effective for the success of marketing an organization.
3. Analyzing the impact and importance of the role of social media in the current world for effective organizational communication.

As the objectives point out the importance of both strategies, it is important to focus the research and develop effective research questions. The provided research questions are provided to gain effective outcomes for the study.
1. What is the importance of localization or standardization in the corporate world?

2. What are the effective methods of localization or standardization used by organizations?

3. How is social media playing an effective role in developing organizational communication?

**Research Methodology and Approach**

Research methodology is considered an important aspect while dwelling in research. It helps develop a context or focus on a method for finding information or providing an effective outcome for the study (Snyder, 2019). Literature and past research are considered important sources of methodology for many types of research. It provides wide scope to the study and finds the results based on the past analysis and findings. The provided research focuses on secondary sources and past studies, which have helped collect data and provide analysis.

Similarly, an analytical approach of research has been chosen to develop critical analysis and focuses on providing literary analysis for the study. Analytical research helps find facts and information on the provided topic and focuses on information, which is closely related to the study. This is why the methodological approach chosen is analytical for the study of the provided topic (Snyder, 2019).

**Standardization or Localization**

Thorough research has been conducted to investigate the issues related to globalization and localization concerning business, language and culture (Dor, 2004; Gray, 2000). It has been suggested by Dor (2004) that the decision-making process of the consumers is being convicted by native linguistic identity. Therefore the process of "Englishization" can be termed as the process of economic globalization, whereas the local language can be considered as "local resistance to economic and cultural globalization" (p.97). Issues and tensions exist between economic globalization based upon the Internet and enhanced requirement of local language and culture.

This indicates that the Internet is certainly turning out to be multilingual. The agents of economic globalization have understood the
importance of getting adapted to the local cultures and language that acts as a key element for organizations to stay competitive. The claims made by Dor (2004) are supported by empirical research that reports that even in the sector of higher education that English highly dominates, the websites are becoming multilingual (Callahan & Herring, 2012).

Business researchers have also been investigating the local/globalized issue. They have realized that the rapid increase of Internet-based technologies is the cause of supporting the organizations to plan global expansion across different cultures, economies, and political systems (Zhao & Levary, 2002). Thus, this gives rise to a debate about whether the organizations should adopt a standardized approach towards web communication (that is, a transnational web style) or a localized – specialized approach, that is, should it launch a foreign languages website (Singh, Furrer, & Ostinelli, 2004). Hence, the two major questions that come up are: Can a social media platform serve as a global marketplace for the organization? Or the organization needs to create separate social media pages for every country where it has a major presence (Gray, 2000).

As such, it has been proposed by researchers that web content on social media that is culturally congruent leads to declining cognitive efforts that is needed for processing the information available on the social media page, thus allowing the users to navigate through the page easily as well as creates more favourable perception towards the brand as well (Luna, Peracchio, & de Juan, 2002). However, few studies show that there are cross-cultural differences in the social media pages' designs and the response towards the social media pages. Hence they support that country-specific social media platforms or localized forms of organizational communication should be used (Gray, 2000; Luna, Peracchio, & de Juan, 2002; Simon, 2001; Singh, Furrer, & Ostinelli, 2004). Just opposite to this view, few other studies show that the impact along with the role played by culture on designing the social media campaign as well as the perception of the social media page is not of much importance for the brand, as they support and propose a standardized approach towards web communication (Yang & Kang, 2015).
All the studies mentioned above are contrasting on language usage, and various other studies have done a critical analysis of the localization's graphical aspects. For example, in a research study, significant differences have been noticed between the US and the European nations magazine advertisements and their visual components (Cutler & Javalgi, 1992). In another study, differences, as well as similarities, have been noticed by the researcher in the design of the websites of the universities of eight nations. They have also noticed that the differences are typically similar to those corresponding to Hofstede's (Hofstede, 1991) cultural dimensions (Callahan, 2005).

Studies conducted in the past have shown that there are visual differences between the US and China, but some results were found to be very contradictory. For example, in a study conducted on the web-based business sites, the Asians recommended that less bold colours should be used (Simon, 1999), on the other hand, the Westerners preferred the bold and bright colours along with many more images so that the web page looks more attractive and modern.

However, in contrast to the above study, the cultural adaptations on the Chinese websites were compared with the US domestic companies websites. It was detected that the Chinese Web Pages used more bold animation, colours, cultural symbols, and traditional themes, thus showing a higher level of contextuality and oneness with nature (Singh, Zhao, & Hu, 2003). On the other hand, the US websites used much more realistic themes and a lesser amount of imagery and fantasy and more superlatives.

On analyzing the hundred most popular websites, both Chinese and American, there were differences in the characteristics of design and the content that is the site map, help function, and the presence of search engine was common between both of them. However, Chinese websites tend to use more floating banners as well as animated content. These findings, along with debates, indicate that culture is a key variable for developing and designing an online environment that includes social media as well mainly in the case of the online stores' websites that consist of traditional business activities being carried out in the typical cultural backgrounds along with modern Internet technologies like social media platforms. Thus, for branding the products, the visual presentation of information on the Internet, be it
through websites or social media pages, is crucial (Singh, Furrer, & Ostinelli, 2004).

Many multinational firms are trying to expand their market share and global presence, increase their profitability and overcome the issues related to the current market saturation they continuously try to seek growth opportunities (Vrontis & Thrassou, 2007). Organizational communication is a two-way interactive form of communication. The capabilities of both the marketers and the consumers in cross-cultural communication are very important for the firms to succeed (Guang & Trotter, 2012).

Standardization for international advertising or communication strategy means using similar communication or advertising messages on an international basis. Since the whole international marketplace is turning out to be homogeneous, thus the multinational organizations can plan to standardize their products or services across the globe using standardized communication strategies mainly through the major communication channels like television, movies and the Internet (Wang & Yang, 2011).

Globalization of Markets

Starting from the last decennium of the 20th-century, globalization has been on rapid growth, and it has had a spectacular impact on brands. Thus new brands are getting born globally, or they get a very quick rollout to form their led or the home countries to the foreign turfs. Many brands are sold traditionally and locally, but they get fazed-out or undergo a quick transition into a global brand name or a new regional brand and subsequent harmonization.

These international or global brands need to assess the potential for standardization of their brands across varied, diverse cultures and societies and find out the various factors that necessitate major and particular brand adaptations along with several prospects for gaining competitive advantage. On the other hand, the local brands’ managers also need to know the specific strengths and weaknesses of the strategies of their global competitors so that they can use this knowledge to developing an effective competitive response (Gelder, 2002).
In an article published in Harvard Business Review, a new and totally global market is fast emerging based on uniform services and products (Levitt, 1983). This phenomenon has been called "Globalization of Markets". He also claims that large-scale organizations no longer emphasize customization of the products or services to deliver globally standardized products. Rather the highly informed customers are now opting for "convergence of tastes"; thus, the firms need to exploit the economies of simplicity, and according to Levitt (1983), the future is for the global organizations that will cater to varied local differences in the taste, but rather go for adopting the strategies that portray as if the whole world is the same.

Therefore, if a company tries to push the cost and price down while pushing the reliability along with quality upwards, while preferring to opt for the suitability, the customers will prefer the world-standardized products. The best example of such products is that of Coca-Cola, Pepsi and McDonald's. Rather the term globalization was being coined by Levitt only. Although he never mentioned branding, the managers interpreted that he meant that all the transnational or multinational organizations should standardize their products, communication as well as packaging for attaining the position of least-common-denominator that would also be very effective across various cultures too (Holt, Quelch, & Taylor, 2004).

But for some time, standardization is considered a good strategy, but currently, even the globalized products have adopted totally different approaches. For example, Coca-Cola was the best example of standardization. It realized lately that increasing standardized strategy had finished its course, and now the world asks for more flexibility, localization and responsive products. So the next big step after standardization is 'going local' (Ball, 2003).

**Global, Local and Glocal Strategies**

Choosing the right marketing strategy for their products is a rising issue for global corporations. The global marketing strategies try to maximize standardization, integration, and homogenization of the activities related to marketing all across the global markets (Kotler, 2009). Several issues are related to marketing strategy that needs to be handled to make the brand successful worldwide. Therefore, marketers
should try and understand how their brand is fulfilling the needs of their customers and how successful the company's marketing efforts are in individual nations (Kotler, 2009). The following framework has been developed that lays emphasis mainly on the main five marketing strategies for any firm that wants to go global.

Thus it can decide to standardize or localize their product or standardize or localize their communication program or join the two together. There are five possibilities according to this framework ranging from the organizations adopting 'global strategy' (that is, standardization of both communication and product) to development of totally 'local strategy' (that is, customization of both the product as well as the communication program) for every unique market it plans to enter (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2009). In the middle of the framework lies the two 'mixed strategies', and the last row consists of a combination of strategies and these three strategies are also known as 'glocal strategies'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT STRATEGY</th>
<th>COMMUNICATION STRATEGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardized Communications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A Framework for Global Marketing and Communication Strategies (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2009)

Thus, the 'glocal' strategy is a unique idea where marketers think globally while acting locally, which means it is mid-way between global and local strategies as can be seen from the above framework. Glocalization can also be defined as the tempering effects caused by the local conditions on the global pressures that mean the simultaneous existence of both universalizations and particularising tendencies (Khondker, 2004). Friedman (2000) has defined glocalization as the capability possessed by the culture when it faces various stronger cultures, to absorb and adapt to the influences that help in naturally adjusting as well as helps in enriching the culture, to oppose all those things that are not friendly and alien, while compartmentalizing all
those things, that although being different can be enjoyed and at the same time be celebrated as different (Friedman, 2000).

**Rise of Web: Web Communication and Culture**

The Internet is such a unique technology that helps organizations grow and expand globally quickly that too across various cultures, economies, and political systems (Zhao & Levary, 2002). The best and well-known examples of this fact are eBay, Amazon, Dell, Landsend, and Yahoo and many other organizations that have set up online personal websites locally to reach online customers across the whole world. There is a large surge in targeting global online customers, which has certainly re-ignited the debate whether the firm should standardize or localize their content for communication on the Internet using social media tools (Simon, 2001). Very few studies have analyzed or studied the issues of standardization or localization of the web communications content using social media.

However, there is little evidence from the research studies that show there is the existence of cross-cultural differences while perceiving the content on the web, and thus these studies support that localized web communication strategy is more effective (Fink & Laupase, 2000; Luna, Peracchio, & de Juan, 2002; Simon, 2001; Tsikriktsis, 2002). Recently studies conducted on the web content for communication show that firms should emphasize the values, symbols, appeals, as well as the themes that are used for communication content, and all these should be targeted towards the local culture (Kanso & Nelson, 2002; Singh, Zhao, & Hu, 2003).

However, on the other hand, there are few studies conducted by Hermans and Shanahan (2002) as well as Yang and Kang (2002) that suggest that the cultural factors do not have any influence on the perception of the customers regarding web communication (Sackmary 1999). Thus, the standardized approach towards web communication is supposed to be better than a localized one.

Even the marketers are unsure whether they should adapt their web content on the websites in foreign countries locally. Therefore, they are rolling out machine translated or standardized websites for various nations where they have a business. For example, in a study, it has been found that out of the 500 US organizations listed on Forbes,
only 150 firms had developed country-specific pages. For example, some had their WebPages address for New Zealand ending with .nz, while the webpage for Japan ended with .jp, and for Italy, it needed with .it. These 150 company web pages were also localized accordingly for particular nations. At the same time, the rest of the other company websites were simply in English (Singh & Boughton, 2002).

Forrester research has supported this study that found that amongst all the websites listed on Fortune 100, 67 per cent of websites were in English and thus were standardized. This indicates a shortage and lack of empirical evidence regarding whether to support a standardization approach for web communication (transnational web style) or adopt a localized-specialized approach while launching a web page or a social media page in a foreign country.

There are certain studies that show that web content, be it on the website or social media page, if it is culturally congruent it will result in enhanced navigation as well as a positive attitude towards the firms' product; the four websites that the researchers used for experimenting corroborate this finding (Luna, Peracchio, & de Juan, 2002). This is because of processing, categorizing, and interpreting the information on the social media or web page through culturally congruent communication that gets facilitated through culturally driven schemas that simply store the whole information abroad, simple and culturally consistent categories (D'Andrade & Strauss, 1992).

However, this study does not analyze the specific difference between the customers' perception regarding the local company websites, standardized global websites, and the adapted websites for specific nations. These cultural schemas are being shared intersubjectively. Therefore, everyone who is part of the group knows the schemas. Moreover, everyone knows that everybody in the group knows the schemas very well (D'Andrade, 1987).

Culture acts as a lens that is used for viewing the world (McCracken, 1986). It helps in finding the manner we assimilate and apprehend the information surrounding us. It also helps guide our behaviour and actions D'Andrade, 1987). There is a huge body of literature related to how the factors like quality perception (Donthu & Yoo, 1998; Liu, Furrer, & Sudarshan, 2001; Mattila, 1999; Tsikriktsis,
cognitive structures (Aaker, 2000; Aaker & Maheshwaran, 1997), as well as information processing (McCort & Malhotra, 1993; Tse, Belk, & Zhou, 1989) keeps on changing cross-culturally.

It has been found that culturally congruent advertising is more persuasive and powerful than culturally insensitive advertising (Mueller, 1987; Zandpour & et al., 1994). There are varied studies conducted in the field of information systems that report that there exist cross-cultural differences in the use, adoption, as well as the implementation of IT, related technologies like making social media or web pages and IT systems (Harris & Davison, 1999; Hunter & Beck, 2000; Moores & Gregory, 2000). Moreover, the variation in Internet users worldwide is also attributed to being majorly associated with foreign consumers' cultural beliefs (Park, 2001).

When testing the generalization of Fishbein's Intention Model, it has been seen that the collectivist tendencies seen in the Korean consumers make them believe that the social influences are more important as compared to the personal attitudes of the consumers for finding out the consumer's behaviour intentions (Lee & Green, 1991). On similar grounds, Chinese consumers rely more on consensus-related information related to attributes for evaluating any product (Aaker & Maheshwaran, 1997). Therefore, it can be seen that cultural analysis is linked with the mental process of any individual consumer (Strauss & Quinn, 1997).

Thus, based on the above findings from various studies, it can be proposed that consumers who share the same type of cultural schemas are more likely going to evaluate the local web pages or social media pages as well as the websites that have adapted to the localized culture. Additionally, they are likely to evaluate content presented either on web site or on social media pages that are culturally congruent in their local language rather than searching for standardized websites and have endorsed information in the English language only.

**Localization of Website**

The new era of communication through electronics is growing rapidly and has opened many cross-cultural communication platforms, for example, individual screens of websites or social media pages. Thus, the websites are also getting localized, which is a very complex process
as it has normal constraints attached to it and several goals related to translation. However, localization is different from non-hypertext translation as the translatable elements should be identified in localization. Also, tools are required for translating, non-linearity of translatable elements, how the process of translation is started, and coordinated along with the limit up to which the changes will be made (Cheng, 2000). The making of websites or WebPages is based on the dynamics of one-to-many products; therefore, cost efficiency is achieved through website localization. A central version of the website is prepared so that most of the issues related to translation could be avoided even before they arise.

This type of preparation is dubbed or called 'internationalization' in the sector of software localization, which entails making sure that the least possible culture-specific features are introduced in the generalized site because these characters are the ones that will cause issues downstream later on. Therefore, an internationalized site is the one that is completely neutral and functional and is made in such a manner that the localization teams, if need be, can add elements like colours, images, or references etc. – thus, making the site highly attractive for the consumers residing in specific cultural locales (Corte, 2002).

On the other hand, localization of the website means reducing the cultural elements during the internationalization process; therefore, the versions move into particular target languages, they will have to, later on, add certain features that are considered specific for the target culture (O’Hagan & Ashworth, 2002). Thus, it can be said that the web content is localized by adapting the features so that they suit a specific locale or a particular market segment defined through particular criteria like currency, language, educational level, income bracket, mainly depending upon the nature of communication. Some localized technical elements include time and date formats, calendar settings; currency formats; number formats; name formats; telephone number formats; address formats, units of measure, etc. (Esselink, 2000).

The degree of localization of the web content on websites is related to the cultural implications of the brands' marketing strategies and the presence of several languages. There are five degrees of localization that are: 'standardized' (one website for all the nations);
'semi-localized' (one site delivering information about several nations); 'highly localized' (translations in addition to country-specific adaptations); 'culturally customized' (a completely new site plunged deep in the target culture) (Nitish & Pereira, 2005).

For example, the basic home page of Google that looks the same in all the versions of different languages can thus appear to be an extreme case of standardization that tries to maintain the company's image for developing a brand 'Google'. But in Japan or Korea, this homepage is considered incomplete or devoid of any substance. The users are acclimatized to using the web pages crowded with several invitations for joining certain exciting things.

Therefore, in such nations, the local search engines or Yahoo! is much more popular than Google. Thus, Google has adopted a standardization strategy that it does not change rather offers its users to build their homepages on Google, where they can add as many options or things they want. Thus, the resulting localization can be considered a combination of standardization and cultural customization (O’Hagan & Ashworth, 2002).

On comparing the websites present in a relatively small local (the Slovene language) with the ones that are written in English for global markets, it has been found that the global websites lay more emphasis on the user, thus involving a second person, trying mostly to fulfil the needs of the user thus representing themselves with a ‘human face.’ On the other hand, the local sites from Slovenia mainly emphasize the achievements of the organizations and the products, thus utilizing more technical registers and insisting on modern technology. Thus, showing deep-rooted cultural differences is not deeper enough to spread the professional culture of marketing (Limon, 2008).

**Power of Social Media**

Social Media is a powerful communication tool used by many organizations for effectively engaging their customers through a single and well-coordinated effort. Social Media helps drive a high level of awareness and brand loyalty for the firm’s diverse and very popular product line, enhancing its reputation for power and performance across various communities and cultures. For example, in Honda, social media managers explore ways to better coordinate social initiatives for their
distinct audiences across the European continent. Honda Motor Company operates across 29 countries and has a diverse line of products; thus, leveraging social media for engaging the fans and its followers across various geographic regions and multiple products and languages is a major challenge for the company.

But it wanted to coordinate the social media efforts while properly aligning the stakeholders, unifying the data sets and establishing governance policies. Hence, it required a much more integrated approach for creating and managing social content and measuring social interactions. Honda Europe uses Adobe Social to reduce costs, coordinate the marketing campaigns, and enforce brand governance using a single social media platform. Adobe Social helps in creating a single underlying application for uploading photos that can be easily and very rapidly uploaded across the various markets at the same time. The App Audiences feature of Adobe Social helps deliver a localized version of the app to the user based on the language chosen by him on the user interface on Facebook.

This allows brand consistency and promotes a globally coordinated brand campaign across various markets, thus decreasing the production costs and reducing the time spent on marketing. Thus, social media platform like Facebook helps the firm in centralizing the whole content management for communication. Thus, helping create, deliver, and track social content in the form of a single platform that help in making much more efficient use of resources and make fast-paced delivery of all the details regarding the latest Honda services and products.

These types of communication campaigns used by organizations through social media help save thousands of Euros through effective campaigns and drive the bottom-line results. Although using social media platforms helps improve social media quality and brand consistency across the markets, there are challenges as well as centralizing social media control and simultaneously improving local creativity and shifting the focus from tactics towards the strategy for the strategy social media marketers.

Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, etc., help target the specific audience based on language, psychographic data, and
geography, which in turn helps the local marketers reach the followers and the customers through the content that resounds the local interest with the firms’ products. This way, the organizations can understand in a better manner which communities or cultures are more inclined towards which product; thus, they can develop campaign strategies and content that enhance more customer engagement.

**POI Localization Using Social Media**

Points of Interests (POIs) are defined as the main part of eth geographical databases and location-based services. The coverage and quality of POIs ensure the success of various applications depending upon geographies, such as location-based services (LBS), navigation systems, or mapping interfaces. Since these POIs are added by the domain experts who have either browsed the current resources or have visited physical locations, thus the final databases are very accurate. Still, their updating and constitution come at a very high cost (Rae et al., 2012).

The success of social media gives rise to largely geotagged datasets of multimedia, and they are being used for data extraction related to geographic locations. Flickr data has been pioneered for extracting the POI names, locations, and popularity by using the spatial burst detection technique (Rattenbury et al., 2007). In a follow-up study, researchers have emphasized using multimedia clustering to produce diversified and representative visual representations of POIs (Kennedy & Naaman, 2008). One more major study shows that the socially representative clusters are more reliable and relevant than others.

Using a geotagged photos as datasets when we try to find out the POI location that is available on social media, mainly three issues arise that finally lead to wrong results and these issues are: the photos are being kept at the point where they have been taken, this point is mostly very far away from the true POI location; errors related to geotagging might occur, mainly because the whole process occurs manually as the users do not place the photo mostly wherever they are taken; and thirdly there is no control over the user-generated content. Thus, just a small fraction of photos that are tagged with POI names can find it. Thus, visual cues are very vital for localization as compared to
textual cues. Considering these issues in POIs, localization seems to be problematic for organizations to adopt for communication using social media.

**Localization: Does it Work? Or Standardization**

It is observed that localization does not work as always desired for the brands and that too mainly in the emerging markets. Thus, the marketers need to know how far they should localize their products and whether the process of localization will work for them. The adaptation of the services or products or the offerings of a firm to meet the cultural, language, other specific needs of the particular target markets is called localization (Wise Geek, 2012). During the early 20th century, standardization and globalization were the most common trends of business across the globe that helped in leveraging the scale economies.

However, the era of standardization or globalization is about to end because of diminishing returns about consumer products. It has been mentioned in many studies that standardization is necessary for products/services to maintain their values as well as for creating brand identity. But on the other hand, it is seen that standardization acts as a barrier to innovation, differentiation, and customization of the product. Therefore, introducing a little local flavour is much in trend amongst the marketers.

But determining the degree of localization is a tough task. Many global brands are seen to be practising localization for quite some time. For example, McDonald’s has certain meals that are served only in India. In contrast, some of the models of Volkswagen cars are found only in China, and these localized products cannot be found outside these particular nations. But too much localization can also diminish the product’s global identity, thus degrading the tag of “global brand”. There are many cases where global brands try and localize their product’s value proposition. Still, they have to fight to balance the needs of localization and preserve the global brand name.

The best example that can be quoted here is McDonald’s as it aims to customize its marketing campaigns in various nations while retaining its core values that are “favourite place for eating out”. In 2011 it introduced a new spicy range in India of various products and a new advertising campaign for communication that had a tagline of “How
spicy is McSpicy?” (Sayal, 2011). This was done to depict The McDonalds brand as a youthful brand that caters to the preferences and tastes of its young customers. Thus, the new menu and the advertising campaign used a social media mix and outdoor branding and QR codes catering to the tastes and preferences of the Indian customers (Sayal, 2011).

On the other hand, in US markets, McDonald’s relied on the social media platform to depict the real-life farmers and the ranchers that are the major suppliers of ingredients to McDonald's. Thus, the testimonials and clippings sent out a very strong message to its target audience that McDonald’s is not just related to fast food. Rather it’s about real food-born on earth, thus highlighting the factor of ‘authenticity’ (O’Brien, 2012).

Conclusion

From the above studies and the evidence, it is quite clear that global brands need to adopt efficient and effective communication for global brands to establish their brand identity across various cultural grounds or countries. Social media can act as a powerful tool that will certainly help channel the resources and reduce the production cost for the firms. But whether to standardize or localize an organization's communication strategy on social media according to different cultures is a big question. As can be seen that the current trend is of localization of products and services while standardization is losing its popularity. Too much standardization can lead to the stagnation of the brand. While too much localization can result in higher production costs and centralization or decentralization issues.

Thus, over-localization can be a threat to the fundamental brand appeal of international brands. Most of the firms are adopting localization strategies for communicating with the customers as it is a simple, easy, and fast tool for communication. But the firms need to localize to an extent so that they do not lose their brand identity and brand image. The products should be tuned according to the expectations of the target audience. Therefore, while designing the strategy for localization, more attention should be paid to the language, subculture of the target audience, and the nature of the service or product. The brand should study whether there are any types of related
linguistic quirks and cultural differences, which should be analyzed. The final strategy that emerges as the best one for global brands for communication using social media is ‘glocalization’, a combination of standardization and localization.
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